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Community Threat Assessment Protocol Report
Introduction
The trees populating North Dakota’s cities are known collectively as community forests.
These forests are valuable, providing substantial economic, environmental and social
benefits. They are also vulnerable to forest insects and diseases. In response to insect and
disease threats to our community forests, the NDSU-North Dakota Forest Service (NDFS)
began conducting rapid community forest inventories through the “Community Threat
Assessment Protocol” (CTAP) project in 2012. CTAP inventories provide current information
about the species composition, size, and condition of community forestry resources so that
cities can make informed decisions about managing their trees. This project was funded by
a Redesign grant from the US Forest Service.
During a CTAP inventory, a specialist collects information about publicly owned trees in
easements or in the boulevard area along city streets, and in city parks. The bulk of the
information is collected using the windshield survey method, by observing trees from a
vehicle. Data about tree location, tree species, tree diameter at 4.5 feet, and tree condition
is collected from every street and park tree in the community. Best estimates for easement
locations are used when it is difficult to determine tree ownership.
Flaxton’s public trees were inventoried in 2015. This report has been prepared for the City
of Flaxton so that Flaxton can make informed decisions about its community forest. This
report includes information and recommendations which are the foundation for the
proposed community forestry management plan included as part of this report.

Flaxton Community Tree Inventory Summary
Species Distribution
Flaxton’s public tree population includes 155 trees representing 8 different species. Because
species diversity is so important to the health and sustainability of Flaxton’s community
forest, individual tree species should not exceed 5 to 10% of the total population. The Tree
Species Distribution Graph shows the existing species composition and distribution. The
optimum line indicates that ideally, no single species should exceed the 10% mark.

A single tree species, Green ash, makes up 30 percent of Flaxton’s community forest, and
Siberian elm makes up another 21 percent. Flaxton’s tree population has low species
diversity with two tree species occupying the area where we should optimally find at least
five. The community forest therefore has low resilience in the face of potential insect and
disease outbreaks. Most of Flaxton’s tree canopy benefits currently come from these two
species as well as boxelder, since they are all large-growing deciduous trees with spreading
crowns. The Tree Species map is color-coded to show the locations of Flaxton’s public
trees. When their canopies are combined, these trees provide nearly 1.5 acres of tree
canopy to the community.
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Diameter Distribution
In order for a community forest to return a consistent stream of benefits, the trees should
be distributed over many ages or diameter classes. Because losses tend to be highest in the
smaller diameter classes, more trees should be in the smaller size classes. In Flaxton, while
over half of the trees are 1-6” in diameter, only 5 percent are 1-3” in diameter (which would
indicate young and newly planted trees). Over 90 percent of Flaxton’s trees are under 12
inches in diameter, so Flaxton is missing out on the benefits that larger shade trees provide.
There are only a few trees in the really large size classes. It is the large shade tree species,
like oaks and elms, which provide the most community benefits such as reduced energy
use, improved air quality, and more storm water interception. The Tree Diameter
Distribution graph shows present and optimum tree diameter distribution for Flaxton.

A regular tree planting program will result in a trend line that will approach the optimum
tree diameter distribution. It will be most beneficial in the long run if Flaxton can
concentrate on planting trees from larger maturing tree species. These are the trees that
provide the most benefits to Flaxton and they are the trees that will help balance out
Flaxton’s tree diameter distribution.
As the Flaxton Tree Inventory Tree Diameter map shows, there are very few smaller
diameter trees along Flaxton’s streets. Most of them are clustered in parks. Planting sites
in boulevard locations in front of homes with people who want and will help maintain newly
planted trees can be prioritized for the long term sustainability of the community forest.
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Tree Condition
Tree condition estimates the health of the tree and assesses the likelihood that the tree will
progress to a larger size where it will be returning more benefits to the community. Over
half of Flaxton’s trees are in good or excellent condition as shown in the Tree Condition
graph and the Tree Condition map.

The tree condition categories are:
1. Good – Average condition and vigor for the area. May need some corrective
pruning. May lack desirable tree growth form characteristics.
2. Fair – Below average condition and vigor. May need corrective pruning. Shows
insect, disease, or mechanical damage. Needs maintenance.
3. Poor – General state of decline. May show severe insect, disease, or mechanical
damage, but death is not imminent. May need major maintenance.
4. Dead
The tree condition class is assigned after only a quick look at one or two sides of the tree. It
is not a substitute for a more thorough tree inspection of any questionable trees.
The most common challenge faced by Flaxton trees is mechanical injury due to lawn care
equipment, including mowers and weed trimmers. These injuries dramatically reduce tree
growth and subject the trees to trunk and root decays. This greatly reduces the benefits
that Flaxton receives from its investment in trees.
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The Value of Flaxton’s Community Forest
Flaxton’s trees are an important part of its green infrastructure. As such, they return both
aesthetic and measurable values to the community. Flaxton’s trees return an estimated
$23,333 annually in energy use avoidance, CO2 storage, air quality improvements, storm
water interception, and aesthetic and other benefits.

Flaxton’s public trees provide $23,333 in annual benefits.
This includes:
$1,607 in energy savings
$273 in Carbon Dioxide storage
$134 in air quality improvements
$1,626 in stormwater management
$19,693 in aesthetic and other benefits
Values based on i-Tree inventory analysis.

Trees are a unique part of city infrastructure because while all other infrastructure
depreciates in value, trees increase in value every year. Flaxton’s trees have a current
appraised value of $216,070. In fact, the average tree in Flaxton has an appraised value of
$1,394. This figure is for the entire population of trees as a whole and is not intended to
evaluate any tree individually.

Appraised Value of Public Trees in Flaxton
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Stocking Level
One simple way to look at the tree stocking level in a community is to compare the number
of trees it has with an ideal stocking rate of 200 trees per mile of city streets. This ideal
represents one tree for every 50 feet on each side of the street. Flaxton has about 3.5 miles
of streets and has 155 trees, for a stocking rate of about 22 percent. Based on an average
tree lifespan of 50 years, Flaxton will need to replace 3 or 4 trees each year in order to
maintain its current stocking level. Increasing the stocking level is a reasonable and
achievable goal for Flaxton and there is an abundance of tree planting opportunity.
Increasing planting to an average of at least 11 trees per year for the next five years will
increase stocking by about one percent each year. In five years Flaxton can have a stocking
rate of over 27 percent. This insures that Flaxton’s community forest will continue to
sustainably provide environmental services, and makes Flaxton a more pleasant place to
live.

Recommendations
These recommendations are designed to improve the community forest in Flaxton, increase
its resilience in facing insect and disease threats, and increase the value of the benefits it
produces for Flaxton citizens.
1. Develop and adopt a community forest management plan within the next two years.
A proposed plan is included in this report. This plan can be adopted or modified as
needed.
2. Plant at least 11 trees, on average, each year to increase the stocking rate on public
property by one percent each year. Choose trees from the included suggested tree
species list, and plant a variety of species each. Reevaluate this goal periodically as
indicated in the community forestry management plan.
3. Remove the trees identified as dead and poor as soon as reasonable. Many of these
are around the water tower. Rather than remove all of these at one time, remove
and replace these trees in stages over several years.
4. Update Flaxton’s tree ordinance, if needed, to reflect the threats of exotic species.
5. Develop a plan to respond to exotic tree pest threats such as Emerald Ash Borer. A
plan guide is available from North Dakota Forest Service.
6. Build community pride and participation in tree activities by holding annual Arbor
Day Celebrations.
7. Turn in your Tree City USA application by the deadline (usually the end of the year)
every year.
Lezlee Johnson
Community Forestry Specialist / ND Forest Service
NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
1037 Forestry Drive
Bottineau ND 58318-1037
Office: 701.228.3700
Lezlee.Johnson@ndsu.edu
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Flaxton
Proposed 2016-2021 Community Forestry Plan
ND Forest Service
Draft Plan November, 2015
Inventory
Flaxton’s street trees were inventoried in 2014 by a North Dakota Forest Service Community
Forestry Specialist. This plan is designed to meet recommendations from the inventory report.
Tree Maintenance
The inventory identified trees in poor condition which require monitoring or removal. This should
be scheduled first, along with removal of any high risk trees. Routine maintenance should follow.
City crews will be able to complete most of the routine maintenance and can contract with an
arborist for work that is beyond their capabilities. Pruning practices should follow the ANSI A300
specification available from the International Society of Arboriculture. If 32 trees are pruned each
year, then every tree in the city will be on a five-year pruning cycle.
Training
Take advantage of training available through the North Dakota Urban and Community Forestry
Association, www.nducfa.com. Tree City USA communities are eligible to apply for scholarships to
NDUCFA’s annual conference. In addition, NDFS community forestry specialists can conduct a
workshop right in Flaxton.
Tree Planting
Plant an average of 11 trees each year in order to replace normal losses and to increase the tree
stocking level. This will improve Flaxton’s tree diameter distribution. If EAB arrives in North Dakota,
planting can easily be increased. Choose from the NDSU Extension list attached. Trees for planting
in boulevards should be 1.5 to 2.5 inches in caliper in order to have an immediate visual impact.
Tree planting plan and cost-share assistance is available from the NDFS.
Tree City USA
Flaxton is a Tree City USA. The Arbor Day Foundation awards this certification to cities which
submits a recertification application and meet four core standards:
1. A Tree Board or Department
2. A Tree Care Ordinance
3. A Community Forestry Program With an Annual Budget of at Least $2 Per Capita
4. An Arbor Day Observance and Proclamation
Insect and Disease Threats
Serious threats to community trees include Dutch elm disease and the emerald ash borer (EAB). In
order to minimize the impact of these and any other tree pest, emphasize the planting of a variety
of tree species in Flaxton’s tree planting plans. Also update Flaxton’s tree ordinance if needed.
Finally, Flaxton will benefit from having an emerald ash borer response plan in the event of an
infestation. EAB plan development guidelines are available from the NDFS website or from an NDFS
Community Forestry Specialist.

Proposed Community Forestry Plan Action Schedule
2016
Arbor Day celebration – include mayor’s proclamation.
Develop tree planting plans and plant at least 11 trees.
Apply for cost-share for tree planting. See Grant Matrix.
Start removing poor trees identified in Removal Map (follows).
Complete routine tree maintenance – prune 1/5 of Flaxton’s trees.
Apply for Tree City USA certification.
2017
Arbor Day celebration – include mayor’s proclamation.
Complete routine tree maintenance and removals – prune 1/5 of Flaxton’s trees.
Plant at least 11 trees.
Update tree ordinance.
Develop EAB response plan.
Apply for Tree City USA recertification.
2018
Arbor Day celebration – include mayor’s proclamation.
Apply for cost-share for tree planting.
Complete young tree training (pruning) for new plantings.
Complete routine tree maintenance and removals – prune 1/5 of Flaxton’s trees.
Plant at least 11 trees.
Apply fresh mulch as needed.
Apply for Tree City USA recertification.
2019
Arbor Day celebration – include mayor’s proclamation.
Apply for cost-share for tree planting.
Complete young tree training for new plantings.
Complete routine tree maintenance and removals – prune 1/5 of Flaxton’s trees.
Plant at least 11 trees.
Apply fresh mulch as needed.
Apply for Tree City USA recertification.
2020
Arbor Day celebration – include mayor’s proclamation.
Apply for cost-share for tree planting.
Complete young tree training for tree plantings.
Complete routine tree maintenance and removals – prune 1/5 of Flaxton’s trees.
Plant at least 11 trees.
Apply fresh mulch as needed.
Apply for Tree City USA recertification
2021
Review and update this plan, review maintenance schedules, and choose the next planting priorities.
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